
 
 
Dear Members. El Clasico, the heated rivalry between Barcelona FC & Real Madrid, & thus between Lionel 

Messi & Cristiano Ronaldo – between Catalonia & the Spanish State, the people VS the system – is all set for 

the 23rd of December. While we’ve historically gone 3-0 picking Ronaldo, this matchup looks like it will go 

Barcelona’s way, continuing their undefeated season of La Liga. 

 
We’ll begin the decode with the 10-7 jersey positioning used to advertise this game on the Twenty-Third of 

December =107. Real Madrid is at home, & El Clasico comes a perfect span of 70 years 10 days after the stadium 

first opened. Comparing the superstars, only 1 matches up perfectly: Lionel Andres Messi Cuccittini =107.  

 
107 is the 28th prime number. FCB Barcelona =128/82. Barcelona Spain =182. The first game of La Liga 

=82 was on 8/20 and the Barcelona Attacks happened 128 days before this El Clasico at Bernabeu =28, 

182 days after Messi’s birthday. It’s also 208 days after Valverde became Barca manager & their team 

President is Josep Maria Bartomeu =280. Barcelona December Twenty-Third =282/2082.  

 
Catalan =822 announced independence 8 weeks 2 days before the game. Former Catalonia President Carles 

Puigdemont =182 will be 20,082 days old the before the December Twenty Third El Clasico =128/1280/2081. 

 

 



Messi =240/420. Ronaldo & Messi born 2 years 4 months 20 days apart, Messi signing his first contract on the 

24th when Ronaldo was 20 years 4 months 20 days old. Valverde took office 204 weeks 2 days before the 

Clasico, which falls 24 days after the birthday of birthday.  

 

Barcelona Spain =142/402. FCB Barcelona =242. Messi was born 2402 days before Qatar Airways, 

Barcelona’s sponsor, began operations. Twenty-Third of December =242. The game comes 4 months 

24 days after the last matchup. Messi =240/420.  

 

Despite Ronaldo’s squad backed into a must-win scenario at home, the numbers strongly suggest that the 

underdogs Barcelona FC will defeat Real Madrid in the El Clasico on 12/23, en route to a commanding 

performance at the 2018 Champions League Final.  

 

 


